STRABAG Rail: Elastic rail mounting system for light rail systems and trams

RAILFLEX from STRABAG Rail is a continuous, elastic rail mounting for use with light rail systems and trams. It can be used with all rail profiles for flat bottomed and grooved rails as well as with the associated points. These attachments are used to bind the rail to an existing concrete slab with cast under-rail mounting, and provide a continuous mounting. Tested in accordance with DIN 45673-8, the RAILFLEX system simplifies assembly on a RAILFLEX mounting point. This can be used in track assembly by means of height-adjustable feet, which facilitate adjustments to the gradient and reduce the amount of cast under-rail support that is needed. This system is compatible not only with the various materials used to seal the surface, such as asphalt, concrete and permeable paving, but also with grass.
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